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GRAMMAR 
 

1. Point out the nouns in the following sentences and say whether they are 
common, proper, collective, material or abstract. 

a) The Nile is the longest of all rivers. 

b) A committee of six was appointed to assess the situation. 

c) Jawaharlal Nehru was the first Prime Minister of India. 

d) The boy was rewarded for his honesty. 

e) It was Edison who invented the phonograph 

 

2. Complete the following sentences using the correct form of the pronoun given 
in the brackets. 

a) Why are you shouting at ………………..? (I) 

b) We are waiting for …………………. (they) 

c) He shouldn’t have done this to ………………. (you) 

d) He loves ……………….. parents more than anyone else. (he) 

e) We didn’t expect this from …………………. (he) 

 

3. Fill up the blanks in the following sentences with reflexive pronouns. 
a) He killed __________ with poison. 

b) I can do it _________. 

c) The parents blamed _____________. 



d) Please help ___________ to some cake. 

e) We can do it ____________. 

  

4. Fill up the blanks in the following sentences with suitable demonstrative 
pronouns. 

a) Can any of you do__________  sums? 

b)  What is___________? 

c)  __________ mangoes are not ripe. 

d)  I taught David _________ sum. 

e) What is ________ chair made of? 

 

5. Fill up each blanks with an appropriate Interrogative pronoun. 
a) _________ is my cricket-bat? 

b)  _________ did you not come sooner?  

c)  __________ will the train start? 

d)  __________ much money have you? 

e)  ___________ did you lose your purse ? 

 

6. Join together the following sentences using a relative pronoun. 
a) We got into a bus. It was crowded. 

b) The letter reached me. It was sent by my sister. 

c)  This is my friend. I was speaking of him. 

d) The cat caught the mouse. The cat was pursuing the mouse. 

e) The boy was very happy. The boy got the prize. 

 

7. Underline the adjectives and state their kinds. 
a) The foolish crow opened his mouth to sing. 

b) We did not receive sufficient rain this year. 

c) There are some apples in the fridge. 

d)  Who is the first woman to win the Nobel Prize for Literature? 

e) Most children like cartoon shows. 



 

8. Complete the following sentences. 
a) She sang ------------------- (well / good) 

b)  Her performance was very -------------------- (well / good) 

c)  It is -------------------- cold today. (terrible / terribly) 

d) He behaved ------------------ (rude / rudely) 

e) He was driving --------------------- fast. (unusual / unusually) 

 

9. Use some or any. 
a) Is there _______ milk left? 

b) There is _______ juice in the bottle. 

c) Do you have _______ coffee? 

d) I don’t have _______ money left. 

e) Do you know _______ of these singers? 

 

10. Use little or less. 
a) I have _______ interest in classical music. 

b) We need _______ furniture in this dance hall than in the big one. 

c) He has _______ money than I thought. 

d) She dedicates _______ time to her homework than to her hobbies. 

e) This will take _______ time to finish than the last time we tried. 

 
11. Complete the following sentences using appropriate degree of comparison. 

a) Today is the __________________ ( important) day of my life. 

b) January is ___________ (cold) in Delhi than in Chennai. 

c) Ram is tall, but Rajiv is ____________ (tall) 

d)  Bangladesh was hit by the _____________ (hard) storm this year. 

e) This dress is _____________ (pretty) than that. 

 

 
 



WRITING 
 

12. Today you visited a zoo which made you sad about the plight of the caged animals. So 

you decided to write a diary entry about your feelings. Write the entry in about 100-

120 words about your feelings. 

 
13. You rescued a girl from drowning in the river. Write a diary entry about your 

experience. 

 

 
 
 
ASSIGNMENT- 2  (9th – 15th April) 
 
(PRESENT TENSE) 
 

1. Fill in the blanks with the simple present tense form of the verbs given in 

the brackets. 

a) I…………. his address.(know) 

b) She ……….her work sincerely. (do) 

c) We……….. things a bit too seriously. (take) 

d) They………to God in the morning. (pray) 

e) You…… much of your time in idle gossip. (waste) 

 
2. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form (Present Continuous) of the 

verbs given in bracket. 

a) I ……..…….. the table (turn). 

b) Hari …………….. the juice (suck). 

c)  Rani and Rajan …….……….under the cot (crawl). 

d) The dog ……………… its tail (wag). 

e) You …………………… on your paper (write). 

 

3. Fill in the blanks with the Present Perfect tense form of the verbs given in 

the brackets. 

a) The train……….. just now. (arrive) 

b) I……….. not………. the cinema all these years.(visit) 

c) Someone ………..some crockery. (break) 

d)  I………. never……… the Taj. (see) 

e) My friend………… his purse. (lose) 

 

4. Change the following as directed. 



a) Birds fly in the sky. (negative) 

b) Rohit loves his teacher. (interrogative) 

c) Boys are doing their homework.(negative) 

d) My friend speaks good English.(interrogative) 

e) Dogs are barking.(interrogative) 

f) He is learning music.(negative) 

g) We are going to Kolkata soon.(interrogative) 

h) Children play in the evening.(negative) 

i) Ritu sings a song.(negative) 

j) I am listening to western music. (interrogative) 

 

 

5. Fill in each of the blanks with the correct form of the present tense.     

a) Janet ______ karate class every Saturday. ( attend ) 

b) The delivery man ______ the parcel already. ( delivery ) 

c) The athletes ______ for Canada tomorrow. ( leave ) 

d) The breadman ______ to our housing estate every evening. ( come ) 

e) You are late. The bus ______ already. ( leave ) 

f) Everyone ______ about Lin Dan's achievement in the Beijing Olympics. ( talk ) 

g) When in season, we ______ durians almost every other day. ( eat ) 

h) Be patient. The circus ______ in a few minutes' time. ( start ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



SUBJECT – SCIENCE 

 

Chapter-1 (Time and Motion)     

                                                                                                                Dated : 3 to 7 April 
 

 

 

Q1. Define the following. 

 

a.   Distance 

   

b.   Speed 

  

c.   Amplitude 

 

     d.     Rate 

      

     e.     Oscillation 

 

 f.    Time period 

 

 

 

Q2. Write the S.I unit of following __ 

 

    a. Distance 

  

    b. Time 

 

    c.  Speed 

 

    d.   Average speed 

 

 

Q3. Fill in the blanks. 

 

a.  ______ seconds are there in one millisecond. 

    

     b.    _____ minutes are there in one hour. 

   

     c.    _____________________ seconds are there in one minute. 

 

     d.    Number of pulses in one minute is ____________________ . 

   

     e.    Maharaj   _________________ initiated the construction of sundial. 

 

 

Q4. Name two type of instruments that can be used to measure time interval. 

 

Q5.  Give example of straight line, circular or oscillatory motion: 



 

 Date : 08 April to 11 April                                    Chapter : Time and 

Motion 
 

 

Q1 Define Graph and Explain different type of graphs. 

 

Q2  Write four uses of time . 

 

Q3  Differentiate in between uniform motion and non-uniform motion. 

 

Q4  Explain the usage of electronic stop watch. 

 

Q5  Give an example of oscillatory motion. 

 

Q6   If the speed of an object keeps changing in equal interval of time, while moving along a  

        straight line, its motion is said to be ___________________. 

   

Q7    If a car is moving with a speed of 5Km/h on highway then find the distance travelled by 

the car in 4 hours? 

 

Q8   The odometer of a car reads 57321.0 km when the clock shows the time 08:30 AM. What 

is the distance moved by the car, if at 08:50 AM, the odometer reading has changed to 57336.0 

km? Calculate the speed of the car in km/min during this time. Express the speed in km/h 

also. 

 

Q9   Salma takes 15 minutes from her house to reach her school on a bicycle. If the bicycle has 

a speed of 2 m/s, calculate the distance between her house and the school. 

 

Q10  The distance between two stations is 300 km. A train takes 6 hours to cover this distance. 

Calculate the speed of the train. 

 

Q11   Look at the graph below of two vehicles A and B, which one of them is moving faster. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q12  A car moves with a speed of 40 km/h for 5 minutes and then with a speed of 60 km/h for 

the next 5 minutes. The total distance covered by the car is: 

 

 



Date: 12 April to 15 April                                                    Chapter : Nutrition in 

plants 

 

 

Q1 Differentiate between nutrients and nutrition. 

 

Q2 Differentiate between autotrophs and heterotrophs. 

 

Q3  How do plants obtain raw materials from the surrounding? 

 

Q4  How water and minerals are transported to leaves from roots? 

 

Q5  Define chlorophyll. 

 

Q6  Explain the role of chlorophyll in the process of photosynthesis. 

 

Q7  Draw a labelled diagram showing the process of photosynthesis. 

 

Q8  Define photosynthesis along with the equation for the same. 

 

Q9  Whether food is made in all parts of a plant or only in certain parts? Explain. 

 

Q10  Fill in the blanks given in picture, showing raw material requires and product of 

photosynthesis. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



SUBJECT – MATHEMATICS 
 

Date Homework / Worksheet / Assignment 

3-4-2020 Learn tables from 2 – 20 and write in your notebook. 

4-4-2020 Write properties of Integers in notebook. 

5-4-2020 Write operations of Integers in notebook. 

6-4-2020 Do questions from 1 to 5 of exercise 1.1. 

7-4-2020 Do questions from 6 to 9 of exercise 1.1. 

8-4-2020 Do following worksheet of properties of integers in notebook. 

 
 
 
 

9-4-2020 Write following properties of integers in notebook. 



 

10-4-2020 Do 'Try these' of page 3 in notebook. 

11-4-2020 Do 'Try these' of page 8 in notebook. 

12-4-2020 Do exercise 1.2 in notebook. 

13-4-2020 Do 'Try these' of page 10 (both), page 11, page 12 (both), page 18 (both), 
page 19 in notebook. 

14-4-2020 Do questions 1 – 5 of exercise 1.3. 

15-4-2020 Do questions 6 – 9 of exercise 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUBJECT – HINDI 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 



 

 

 



SUBJECT – SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 

 



 



 


